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Organizations depend upon their founding fathers, theorists, employers, 
financiers, planners, advocates and promoters. Terror movements, groups and 
organization also receive a great deal of sponsorship in the form of social, 
psychological and media studies from the international powers that benefit from 
employing them for sake of their interests or for sake of undermining the security 
and stability of the countries that the international powers want to control and 
dominate. 

In an attempt to examine the phenomenon of how the terrorists brainwash 
their victims, recruit new terrorists and surround them with a well-knit network 
that makes it difficult for them to escape, we observe that they focus on the 
following classes: 

- Those who are socially marginalized and psychologically broken: They 
approach a young man whose friends look at him with derision and 
contempt, because of his modest lineage or shameful family history and 
make him a leader, official or a coordinator or a commander of an armed 
group; they fill their psychological vacuum and satisfy their complex. They 
most likely recruit a person following an instance of shame or humiliation 
that he or any of his parents or relatives suffers. 

- We can avoid it and save our youth, if we apply the teachings of Islam that 
call upon us to respect the humanity of human beings as Allah (may He be 
Exalted) said, "O you humankind, surely We created you of a male and a 
female, and We have made you races and tribes that you may get mutually 
acquainted. Surely the most honorable among you in the Providence of 
Allah are the most pious."  

- Allah (may He be Exalted) also says, "O you who have believed, let not any 
people scoff at (another) people who may be more charitable than they; 
neither let women scoff (other) women who may be more charitable (i.e., 
better) than they."  

- Prophet Muhammad (may Allah's Peace and Blessings be upon him) also 
said, "Allah does not look at your forms or your colors, rather He looks at 
your hearts." (Agreed upon: Reported by al-Bukhari and Muslim). In his 
comprehensive speech at the Farewell Hajj, he said, "O people! Your God is 
one, and your ancestor is also one. You are all Adam's offspring and Adam 
was created from clay. No Arab is superior to a non-Arab except in terms of 
piety" (Reported by Muslim).  

- 'Umar ibn al-Khattab said, "Abu Bakr is our master and has set free our 
master i.e. Bilal (may Allah be pleased with him)." He also said, "By God, if 
the non-Arabs came with good deeds and we came without ones, then they 



are more worthy of Prophet Muhammad than us on the day of 
Resurrection." 

- Ali Ibn Abi Talib, (may Allah be pleased with him) said, 
People are equal when it comes to their ancestors; 
The father is Adam and the mother is Eve. 
If they want to brag about their origin,  
let them brag about mud and water. 

If we properly apply that and deal kindly and fairly with those people in 
mercy and respect for their humanity without holding them accountable for 
others' crimes, we would close a wide door through which terrorists reach their 
victims. 

- There is another class that is easily recruited by terrorists; those who are 
underprivileged and marginalized, in particular those who are ignorant, 
unsuccessful and poorly educated. They manage to recruit them in their 
moments of deprivation, despair or frustration. As a result of the huge sums 
of money that these terror organizations receive, they spend lavishly on 
these people to satisfy their deprivation and make them follow their 
organizations. They appear to these poor people as the messengers of 
justice and patrons of religion, who strive to support what is right and apply 
the Sharia of Allah that guarantees the rights of these underprivileged and 
marginalized people.  

- Prophet Muhammad (may Allah's Peace and Blessings be upon him) said, 
"There would arise at the end of the age a people who would be young in 
age and immature in thought, but they would talk (in such a manner) as if 
their words are the best among the creatures. They would recite the Qur'an, 
but it would not go beyond their throats and they would pass through the 
religion as an arrow goes through the prey" (Reported by al-Bukhari). 

- To close this gap, two ways are possible. First, to give high priority to 
develop the slums, the poor villages and the places where these 
underprivileged and marginalized people live. Second, to activate the role of 
national societies, non-governmental organizations and philanthropic people 
in society to meet the needs of those people by means of zakat and 
charities and make it clear that satisfying the needs of food, clothing, 
medication for the needy is a collective duty on the whole society in which 
we all have to participate and cooperate, first of all, for the sake of Allah 
and then to protect our national security.  

- It is needless to say that whatever you have will end, but what Allah has is 
lasting. Allah (may He be Exalted) said, "Now, you are these called to 
expend in the way of Allah. Then among you (some) are miserly; and 
whoever is miserly, then he is miserly only upon himself. And Allah is the 
Ever-Affluent, and you are the poor ones. And in case you turn away, He 
will (readily) exchange you for another people; thereafter they will not be 
your likes."  



- The Prophet (may Allah's Peace and Blessings be upon him) also said, "Two 
angels descend every morning; one says: 'O Allah, give him who spends 
something, in place of what he spends.' The other one says: 'O Allah, give 
destruction to him who withholds."  

- We are in the same ship, so we all will be safe or we all will drown. The 
Prophet (may Allah's Peace and Blessings be upon him) said, "The example 
of the person abiding by Allah's order and restrictions in comparison to 
those who violate them is like the example of those persons who drew lots 
for their seats in a boat. Some of them got seats in the upper part, and the 
others in the lower. When the latter needed water, they had to go up to 
bring water (and that troubled the others), so they said, 'Let us make a hole 
in our share of the ship (and get water) saving those who are above us 
from troubling them. So, if the people in the upper part left the others do 
what they had suggested, all the people of the ship would be destroyed, but 
if they prevented them, both parties would be safe" (Reported by al-
Bukhari). 
Whenever the terrorists recruit anyone, they surround him with their 
network from which it is difficult to escape out of hopes or fears about his 
life and the lives of his children, if he has any, as well as the life of his 
family, mother, sister or daughter if he just considers the idea of breaking 
away from them as many terror organizations exterminate anyone who 
wants to break away in order not to disclose their secrets and plans. 

It is therefore important not to leave those whose repentance from their 
deviation is clearly seen to the society in a way that leaves no room for doubt so 
that these people do not fall victim to these criminals once again. However, they 
must remain under strict community observation that prevents them from 
contacting or receiving contacts from these extreme organizations again. 

Terrorist organizations with huge financial means provide for members and 
leaders, in particular, huge funds or projects to manage. They invest these funds 
for themselves and support the terrorists and their families. In this way, those 
who break away from the group lose all these financial gains that these groups 
provide to their members and followers. 

We would like to stress that this ill-gotten funds must be monitored and 
confiscated. It is also important to enact laws that prevent these funds from 
reaching the hands of terrorists or stop using them in financing terrorist 
operations. It is also necessary to closely monitor the remittances coming from 
other countries, quickly survey the funds of these terrorist groups and 
organizations and take the necessary legal procedures to prevent their use in 
destruction or in attacks against the army and the police in a way that threatens 
our national security and social peace.  

Our role must not be restricted to confronting these negative phenomena; we 
need to turn our efforts into a constructive and positive action. People of 
falsehood do not work except in the absence of the people of truth. If the people 



of truth abandoned their role, the people of falsehood will adhere to their 
falsehood as in the saying of the poet, 
I do not blame the despot  
For transgression or exceeding bounds 
He is free to do as he desires, 
But it is our duty to be prepared. 
 
 
  

 
 


